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With a title that sounds more like a sprawling Spanish estate than a mini-SUV, the Grand Vitara
is Suzuki's top-of-the-line entrant into the rapidly growing mini-ute segment. Based on the
four-door Vitara, the Grand Vitara is aimed at customers looking for a mini-SUV that includes all
the amenities usually reserved for sport-utes in the more expensive midsize class. An extensive
list of standard features comes with every Grand Vitara, the only options consisting of a
four-speed automatic transmission and four-wheel drive. The Grand Vitara Limited builds upon
this impressive list of features with a standard four-speed automatic, leather seating,
deep-tinted glass, and a monochrome paint scheme. All Grand Vitaras come with a V6 engine
rated at horsepower and ft-lbs. Packing horsepower and horsepower V6s respectively, these
new competitors make the Grand Vitara's powerplant seem average at best. The Suzuki's
suspension is an advanced MacPherson strut design up front and a five-link coil-spring design
in back that delivers a controlled ride off-road, but we consider it a little harsh on the highway.
Suzuki's top sport-ute does offer a low-range transfer case and bulletproof body-on-frame
construction for traction and durability, but without a strong source of motivation, it's hard to
consider the Grand Vitara a formidable off-road machine. Add that to its lack of rear seat room
and minute amount of cargo space and you begin to see why the Grand Vitara pales in
comparison to its more modern colleagues. Of course, most mini-ute buyers aren't looking for a
Baja racer or wannabe Suburban anyway, leaving the Grand Vitara, with its extensive standard
feature list and competitive price, a relevant competitor even amongst more powerful
competition. Being first in a given market segment definitely has its advantages. Often in
automotive circles the race goes to the swiftest, as opposed to the best, product. Take
Chrysler's minivans; first on the scene and still the bestsellers in their class, despite Honda's
Odyssey, which offers improved ergonomics, more useful features, and better value. The lesson
is clear: be the first in a market segment and you'll likely be the most successful. But what if
you can't be the first? What if the segment is already stuffed full of models, all of them ranging
from adequate to downright award-winning? If you can't be first, the next best thing is to be the
first to offer features that none of the other players can match. And we're not talking dual
cupholders or adjustable coat hangers. These features have to be something In fact, the XL-7 is
just shy of a Grand Cherokee in terms of exterior dimensions. But don't let the name or the size
confuse you. The last thing Suzuki wants is for people to think of the XL-7 as a "mini-Excursion.
The campaign's message? You shouldn't have to drive a 7,pound truck just to enjoy the
comforts of a versatile interior or the convenience of third-row seating. And unlike too many
vehicles that claim to provide a third row of passenger space, the XL-7's rear seat, while not
expansive or even roomy, is wholly functional for adults. Several factors contribute to the
XL-7's impressive people-hauling ability. First, it's got a Just for reference, that's 12 inches
longer than a RAV4, 9 inches longer than a CR-V, 7 inches longer than an Escape, and 6 inches
longer than an Xterra. It's even 5 inches longer than a Toyota 4Runner's wheelbase. Taking up
space between those axles are four large doors but, in a long overdue nod to functionality, the
rear doors are considerably wider than the front doors. This design, combined with the
second-row seats' ability to slide fore and aft up to 3. Finally, the XL-7 sports both a low floor
and a tall ceiling. Headroom is plentiful in every row, even for passengers with long torsos, due
to the stepped roof design that rises above both the second- and third-row seats similar to that
of a Dodge Durango and an overall height of 68 inches Foot room is also abundant, with space
under the front- and second-row seats to slide all but the largest of shoes and a low floor that
keeps third-row riders from suffering in the dreaded "eating their knees" position. Owners can
also fold flat the second and third rows to get 73 cubic feet of storage capacity. One foible
Suzuki still needs to address: second- and third-row seats are not removable. If the XL-7 has an
Achilles' heel in terms of passenger space, it comes from the vehicle's overall width. At Keep
passenger toting to six or less, however, and the XL-7 should do nicely, especially if two or
more of those passengers are children. Speaking of children, Suzuki knows that to win
widespread appeal from the family market, safety must be addressed. The XL-7 offers a full
array of today's latest safety items, including second-generation front airbags, integrated front
and rear crumple zones, daytime running lamps, keyless entry, rear-door child safety locks,
child seat-tether anchors, and a standard first aid kit. Company officials boasted of a
steel-reinforced passenger compartment and side-impact beams located in every door, but for
the market Suzuki is trying to capture and upscale image they've attached to the XL-7,
side-impact airbags, at least as an option, need to find their way into this SUV. Spaciousness
and safety are key elements for today's SUVs, but they are only two of many factors that
potential customers will consider when buying their next sub urban utility vehicle. Features and
versatility are also important to the discerning buyer. Suzuki knows this and equipped the XL-7
with a long list of standard and optional features to accent the SUV's roomy interior. We've
already talked about the third-row seating and sliding second-row seats, but there are also

power door locks, power mirrors, and power windows on every XL A volt accessory socket,
located in the rear cargo area, along with cruise control, air conditioning with micron air filter ,
adjustable armrests for both front seats, split-folding second- and third-row seats, tinted
privacy glass, and a rear window defroster are also standard items. Step up to the XL-7 Plus and
you get rear air-conditioning vents and a separate dial for fan speed control. Top line Limited
models get all of the above, plus leather seating. Regardless of which XL-7 you purchase, the
same 2. This is a punched out version of the Grand Vitara's 2. The all-aluminum engine uses
some of the company's motorcycle technology, including four valves per cylinder and a
two-stage timing chain that never needs servicing, to make the most of those 2. Rated at a
3,pound towing capacity, it seems to have worked. As always, we'd still like to see more
horsepower. Load up an XL-7 with six people and a trailer carrying ATVs, and those horses are
going to be wheezing. When driving the XL-7 we noticed a wide powerband that never felt peaky
and only showed signs of hesitation at low rpms. With the five-speed manual transmission
placed in overdrive while traveling at 55 mph, acceleration up a slight incline proved less than
exhilarating. As one of the engineers told us, "this engine likes to rev" and, once we
downshifted to fourth and brought the V6 past the 3,rpm mark, it pulled cleanly, proving his
case. When equipped with the automatic, drivers can choose between "normal" and "power"
mode via a switch next to the shift lever. During our short stint in an automatic XL-7 we found
the transmission to be capable at picking the right gear, though leaving it in "power" mode
simply made it shift later than we'd have liked though this is probably a useful function when
traveling off-road. Did someone say off-road? This is a modern-day SUV, so why is anyone
thinking about its off-road ability? Well, Suzuki did, and despite the XL-7's target audience, the
vehicle comes equipped with a low-range transfer case and 7. We honestly weren't expecting
much when the off-road portion of the test drive arrived, but Suzuki provided not only a
challenging course with deep ruts and steep hills, but a vehicle that was fully capable of
handling these conditions with nary a suspension crash or wheel slippage. It occurred to this
author as I was scampering up a hillside that filled the windshield with blue sky that no one who
buys this vehicle will ever drive it under these conditions. Still, Suzuki gets major brownie
points for creating a family-friendly SUV that happens to climb hill and cross dale as well as
anything it might compete with. It was only after piloting the XL-7 over a demanding off-road
course that the Suzuki's on-road demeanor, specifically its serene ride quality, was truly
appreciated. At highway speeds there is little wind, engine, or road noise permeating the cabin.
The long wheelbase and effective sound-deadening material no doubt contribute to the XL-7's
placid interior, but specific work by a former Lexus engineer was also undertaken to reduce
unwanted vibration in the drivetrain and suspension. Occasionally, during the on-road driving
route, the vehicle leaned more than we would have liked through sweeping turns. It also
provided no feedback through the steering wheel and the brake pedal felt overly stiff though
actual braking performance seemed solid. Of course, this is not a performance vehicle and for
most drivers these characteristics won't matter. If there's one area Suzuki might want to
address, it's the quality of interior materials used in the XL Ironically, this complaint comes not
from excessively cheap materials in reality they are completely acceptable for this class of
vehicle but from using materials that don't fit the rest of the package. Basically, Suzuki has
done such an effective job of elevating the XL-7 in terms of premium looks and features, that the
otherwise adequate switchgear and seating material now seem somewhat out of place. Of
course, the company is trying to meet a price point, so improvements here would undoubtedly
result in a higher MSRP, something Suzuki wants to avoid. The company hopes to sell 30, XL-7s
in the first year. With an effective marketing campaign, numerous features, and handsome
looks, we don't see Suzuki having any trouble meeting that goal. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Suzuki Grand Vitara. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Harsh
suspension, unimpressive brakes, cramped rear seats, lack of cargo space. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Standard

Grand Vitaras get redesigned front and rear bumpers and a restyled grille. Top-of-the-line Grand
Vitara Limiteds also get the improved stereo along with a tilt-and-slide power sunroof and new
aluminum wheels. Read more. Write a review See all 26 reviews. Brand new. I had never had a
new car before. I was 60 yrs old and I wanted a car that I could go anywhere with. Camping,
fishing, drive across country and not have to worry about breaking down in the middle of
nowhere. It is getting a few exterior rattles but so am I. A few dings. Although I did lose the
ashtray long story. It is my pride and joy. I'd never trade it in for a new one. I just need to find a
replacement ashtray. UUpdate: Ok, it's the end of Need new break discs. I'll be back again next
year and I'm quite sure my Suzuki XL7 will be too. Read less. Great SUV for the money! Would
buy another. I have had mine for over ten years. No serious mechanical issues ever. Replaced
tires early on, now it goes through deep snow, sometimes past American 4 wheel drive trucks
that are stuck. Normal wear-out stuff replaced, wiper blades, battery, brakes, belts, hoses. Gas
mileage mixed driving, 5 speed stick shift. Car has burned a little oil since new. Takes a quart
every few thousand miles, so we just change the oil and filter. A great car for family with small
children. Has been a real pleasure. Multiple problems down the line. The one thing that i have a
problem with this car is that it leaks a ton in the front. I had it checked and multiple mechanics
cant figure out where the leak is coming from. My dad and i replace some seals in the front and
the leak stopped for a bit but then it comes back with a vengeance. When we go one drives just
miles down the road there will be small puddle of oil on the ground. Just a little annoying and i
hope it doesnt lead to bigger problems. We are at , miles on it so i guess thats what we get for
having it so long! Rather wait to get a new car than pay for repairs. Need i say more? A new
barely used rear end had to be put under it about 2grand there. Just now in need of throttle
position sensor also just realized a tranny mount broke needs replaced so couple hundred
bucks but it has been an absolute beast of a car all , miles put on it great vehicle would def
recommend to anyone looking into purchasing one they are stroooooonnnngggg little motors
tranny is smooth and overall comfort of ride is pretty well great. See all 26 reviews of the Used
Suzuki Grand Vitara. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Grand Vitara. Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Find parts and accessories , add or update your vehicle details, and interact
with other owners when you add this vehicle to Your Garage. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. There was a problem completing
your request. Please try again later. Skip to main content. Showing Vitara JS. Dealer Suggested
Retail. Private Party Value. No Info. Enable Javascript to select another vehicle. Color: Bright
White. Own This Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your Garage This model has been added to
your garage. Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the page and try again. See
your vehicle in Your Garage Shop parts and accessories Interact with other owners View and
update vehicle info. Close this window View Garage. The size class for cars is determined by

the interior passenger and cargo volumes. The size class for trucks is defined by the gross
vehicle weight rating GVWR , which is the weight of the vehicle and its carrying capacity. EPA
estimates for fuel efficiency measured on a mile-per-gallon basis are based on laboratory tests
conducted by manufacturers according to federal regulations. This is typically measured in
liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts
the output of the engine to the drive wheels. Common configurations include front-wheel drive,
rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A
unit to measure the power of engines. Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try again
later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond: Select the
vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as
"Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in
the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is
known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the
previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it. Year: Select Year Error loading
the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. Failed to get data, please try again. Data
Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please try your search again later. Typical questions asked
about products:. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. One of the best vehicles I ever owned. It was more dependable than
my old Jeep Wrangler with a similar ride. The Zook has a ladder frame which is a truck chassis.
It is not a car platform with a truck body like the Rav4 and CRV. The 4 wheel Drive system with
high and low gearing worked great and got me through anything I pointed it at. Deep sand,
snow and off-road parks were not a problem. I did put a 2" lift in mine just to get more ground
clearance. The 4 cylinder engine was ample but more horsepower is always a good thing. The 2
part soft top was a nice feature too. I still miss that truck, but the 2 door was a little small for my
growing needs even though I feel it had more room than my brothers Jeep Wrangler sport. I now
own a 4 door Chevy Tracker 4x4 automatic, which is essentially a Suzuki Vitara with Chevy
badging. Not a much fun as my little soft top, but a decent vehicle aside from the timing chain
guide problem. All in all, the little Rhino was a fun and dependable vehicle for a single guy who
likes to explore. I only wish Suzuki still imported vehicles to the U. They had some cool little
vehicles and I always thought they got a bad rap going all the way back to the Samurai days. By
the way I also owned a Geo Metro. Another great Suzuki vehicle. By Frank Q on June 2, Images
in this review. Bought this car new and this has been a great little car that has only required
minor repairs. Still in good condition and will be driving it until it can't go any longer! Love this
car bought it for 4k in with k on it I now have k on it and haven't had to fix anything other than
the radiator which cost me 25 bucks on amazon for the part. Soft top is amazing to take off in
the summer and is easy to put on and off. Super come table seems with lots of head room and
the mugs are great averaging round I have people ask me if I'm looking to sell it and I always
take their number even though I will keep it until I die. See all reviews. Photos Previous page.
Next page. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Transmission The transmission adapts the output of
the engine to the drive wheels. Seating The number of people the car will hold. Horsepower A
unit to measure the power of engines. Customer Ratings. Passenger Capacity. V6 Cylinder
Engine. Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not Rated. Battery Range. Want to compare a different
vehicle? Change Vehicle. Change Vehicle Add Vehicle. Rear Wheel Drive. Power Steering
Adjustable Steering Wheel. Power Mirror s. Variable Speed Intermittent Wipers. Steel Wheels.
Automatic Headlights Daytime Running Lights. Power Windows. Power Outlet. EPA
Classification. Sport Utility Vehicle. Fuel Tank Capacity. Number of Passenger Doors. Battery
Range mi. Steering Type. Gas L4. Trans Description Cont. Suspension Type - Front. Suspension
Type - Front Cont. Suspension Type - Rear. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Brake ABS System.
Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc - Rear Yes or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door Type.
Wheelbase in. Body Length Default Value ft. Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel
Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern. Rear Tire Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont. Spare Bolt
Pattern. Spare Tire Size.
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Front Head Room in. Front Hip Room in. Front Leg Room in. Front Shoulder Room in. Second

Head Room in. Second Hip Room in. Second Leg Room in. Second Shoulder Room in. Third
Head Room in. Third Hip Room in. Third Leg Room in. Third Shoulder Room in. Maximum
Trailering Capacity lbs. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life.

